
natures will certainly enhance learning skills for years to come. Fun 
pieces in bright colors and designs can be found in a variety of places 
and from many different distributors. 

Modern bedroom furniture tends to offer both durability and safety 
features. Contemporary styles generally offer slick finishers that are 
easy for clean up, making them the optimal choice in children's 
furnishings. 

There is another advantage to having a room full of contemporary 
furnishings in child's environment and that is organization. Modern 
bedroom furniture lends itself to organization, with shiny surfaces and 
plenty of cubicles. Children can learn at an early age to put their 
things away in an organized manner with color coded baskets or 
drawers. Selecting kids bedroom furniture that offers learning 
opportunities gives parents the chance to accomplish many objectives 
and it can help a child develop organizational skills at an early age. 
Learning is always fun when it is incorporated with everyday life living, 
and having furniture that invites children to begin putting certain play 
things or clothing pieces into certain color drawers or cubicles will 
be fun for both children and their parents. 
To organize, decorate and outfit a childs bedroom it is a wise idea 
to incorporate the the following process: 

• Take a child's eye view 
• Bring the child into the process - solicit the help of the child in 

question 
• Let your child help you to sort and simplify 
• Organize for little people - from the bottom to top 
• Don't forget to Label - label everything 
• Always incorporate a maintenance routine - a system to help your 

child maintain the good flow of their bedroom 

Essential advice 

Flooring 
• Flooring should be a soft, impact-absorbing material such as 

carpet or a rug. 

• Carpet should be woollen rather than nylon and avoid shaggy 
versions - they are hard to keep clean and a sure-fire germ 
breeding ground. 

• If you have a hard floor that needs to be covered with rugs, the 
same rules apply, short-weave, woollen varieties are best. Always 
use an anti-slip underlay. 

• Experiment with bright colours and patterns 

Walls 
• Consider the walls a blank canvas that will be added to over the 

years. 

• Choose a wash-and-wear paint variety that makes cleaning spills 
and marks easy. 

• Consider painting a large area with chalkboard paint. This provides 
children with a creative space where they won't get into trouble 
for writing on the walls. As they get older, you can easily paint over 
it to match the remaining walls- after all, it is just paint. 

• Have removable hooks on hand to hang the kids' artwork, height 
charts, a mirror and photos. Try to avoid hammering anything in 
permanently as their tastes will change. Instead opt for 3M hooks 
that come off without leaving marks. 

Storage 
• A good storage system is the key to maintaining a tidy and organised 

children's bedroom. 

• Divide items into such categories as "used everyday", "used 
every other day", "used occasionally" and "seldom used". Then 
store accordingly. For example, place most used items on easily 
accessible, open shelves and seldom used items at the top of 
cupboards. 

• Use boxes and crates to store toys. See-through ones are best 
so children can see what is in them. Use colourful labels with 
symbols or pictures. 

• Drawers are better than shelves or cupboards as they are easier 
to reach and organise. 

Other fu.rnlture 
• Stools are handy. They can be used as a step up to bed and for 

reaching high shelves around the rest of the home. For example, 
in the bathroom when cleaning teeth and washing hands. Just 
make sure they are stored safely away to prevent children climbing 
out windows and getting into things they shouldn't, such as the 
medicine cabinet. 

• Make room for a desk and chair. This can be a spot for drawing 
and artwork at a young age and for homework and study as children 
get older. Consider the ergonomics of the area. It is a good idea 
to buy a good quality chair that is height-adjustable. Again, make 
sure you have plenty of shelving and drawer space at the desk 
area for stationery and books. 
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